This collection is Tiffany’s take on modern life, where we look at luxury through a new lens by infusing the finest materials with creativity and wit. We believe in living with beautiful things every day, not just on special occasions; and that when we design with intelligence, utility and craftsmanship, even the simplest rituals take on new meaning. Every piece in the collection is a unique, artisanal object that blends form, function and quality to create easy, effortless style.
“Is it only our thoughts that give soul to our possessions, or is there something inherent in the things themselves?”
—Joan Juliet Buck
Diamond Point crystal decanter with peonies

Sterling silver first aid box with cotton balls
Sterling silver paper plate and sterling silver and American walnut ice cream scoop with bananas
Sterling silver and American walnut yo-yo with sterling silver box

Tiffany Blue® leather table tennis paddles with extension cord
“I love objects that have a past life—wise objects.”
—Andy Spade
Diamond Point sterling silver bottle opener with melon

Sterling silver tin can baby bank with coins
“I love objects with both form and function. At the same time, I collect beautiful objects that do not serve any function at all. I gravitate toward objects that reveal the hand of the artist.”
—Andy Spade
Globe Trotter x Tiffany luggage and Wheat Leaf tableware with mango
Bone china paper cup, sterling silver tin can and markers with balloon

Tiffany leather interoffice envelope and sterling silver paper clip with rubber bands
Sterling silver paper clip and building blocks with cherries

Vermeil crazy straw, ring box and hand-painted vide poche with crab
“Objects display their wit by having more than one function.”
—Joan Juliet Buck
Color Block piggy bank and Baby china set with hammer
“I’ve kept so many things in my life, big things and little things and somethings and nothings, because they take me to a special place I never want to forget. I keep them because they’re tactile relics of a moment I cherish.”
—Derek Blasberg
American walnut and sterling silver domino set with popcorn

Tiffany Seal barware with lemons
Stainless steel bookends with Tiffany Table Manners for Teenagers

Wheat Leaf crystal bowl and vases with flowers
“I’ve always believed in the kindness of objects. Wandering through rooms touching everything, running my hands along the marble curve of a copper bowl, but mesmerized by the shape of things. I find joy in polishing silver with that pink paste that smells like mouthwash, in watching age and dirt come away as dark streaks on the soft cloth, in turning the ladle or the candlestick to see it reflect light again, and notice as miraculously new. I sometimes wish I could polish people the way I polish silver.

I play music to fill my space with the sounds I choose and want the things I use to feel good under my hand and look good from across the room. In Paris, it was the shadows of boxwoods through linen curtains, in Santa Fe the excitable sky. Where I live now, I hear birds, I see green and the sparkle of water. I want to look up from the flat screen and see what’s beautiful in the three dimensions of life, and add to that beauty as I can. Sometimes that means clearing the papers off the dining table, sometimes putting flowers in a vase on a windowsill.

The elements of beauty: order, well-made things, nature and light.”
Sterling silver, vermeil and crystal objects with grapes
“I gravitate to something I call ‘awkward beauty.’ I love imperfection. I’m inspired as much by a dying flower as I am by a fresh one.”
—Andy Spade
Sterling silver key ring and Wheat Leaf cup and saucer with shuttlecock

Wool and cashmere blanket with fruits and vegetables
Lloyd with a Tiffany leather collar, leash and a Tiffany Teddy.
Sterling silver coffee can with plant

Sterling silver and vermeil crazy straws with fruits and vegetables
“At home, my hand finds the light switch without a thought, I know every cushion on the sofa, and all the books are waiting. Everything I see is my friend, and the objects know me as well as I know them. They’ve traveled around the world with me, endured years crammed into boxes and emerge unchanged. Sometimes they confirm my identity a little too emphatically.”
—Joan Juliet Buck
Sterling silver measuring tools with duct tape

Sterling silver tape measure and sterling silver and crystal apple with lumber
Porcelain tray and sterling silver objects with feather

Tiffany leather, sterling silver, wood and crystal objects with telephone
Luxury shouldn’t be something precious that you put on a shelf and take out only on special occasions.
Tiffany & Co.

Hourglass and bone china paper cup with spoon

Tiffany leather totes with turtle
Sterling silver paper cups with hand engraving

Sterling silver paper cups with wrench